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Stability conditions for periodic (spiral) solutions of homogeneous ystems in the 
nonautonomous and the autonomous case are derived, as well as a concept of 
Lyapunov functions and a Bendixson criterion. 6 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
In two earlier papers [ 13, 143 conditions have been given for the 
stability of exponential solutions of homogeneous differential equations. 
The study was motivated by various biological models, mostly from 
demography and epidemiology (see also [S, 9, 171). In general, homo- 
geneous systems do not have nonzero stationary solutions. The objects 
which one wants to study are exponential solutions. It has been shown how 
the behavior of solutions near an exponential solution can be described by 
a stability analysis of an associated stationary point of a dynamical system 
on a sphere. Here the results are extended to the case of periodic orbits of 
autonomous systems and to periodic solutions of nonautonomous periodic 
systems. We conclude with an adaptation of Lyapunov functions and the 
Bendixson criterion to homogeneous ystems, 
There are many results on homogeneous ystems and nonhomogeneous 
perturbations of such systems (see, e.g., [l, 2, 6-8, 10, 15, 163). Mostly one 
discusses how the solutions approach the origin. Here we emphasize the 
local and global qualitative analysis of homogeneous ystems. Motivated 
by applications we consider systems which are homogeneous of degree 1 
with respect to positive factors. We want to formulate the existence and 
stability criteria in terms of the original homogeneous vector field rather 
than in terms of the projection. 
*This paper was written while the author was visiting the Department of Mathematics 
of Emory University and the Center for Dynamical Systems at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology. This work has been supported by the joint Research Fund of the Georgia 
Institute of Technology and Emory University. 
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In Section 2 we recall results on exponential solutions, in Section 3 we 
study the time-dependent periodic case, in Section 4 the result is applied to 
an epidemic model, in Section 5 we study periodic orbits, in Section 6 
Lyapunov functions, and in Section 7 a generalisation of Bendixson’s 
negative criterion. 
1. NONAUTONOMOUS HOMOGENEOUS YSTEMS 
We consider nonautonomous systems in R” 
i(t) =f(f, x(t)), (1.1) 
where f: I? + i + R” is continuous, satisfies a Lipschitz condition with 
respect to the variable x, and is continuously differentiable in x for x # 0 
such that the derivative f,(t, x) is continuously differentiable in both 
variables for x # 0. We assume that f is homogeneous (of degree 1) in x, 
f(c ~X)=af(t, xl for GI>O. (1.2) 
We emphasize that we require homogeneity only for positive CI. Let 
cp: R” + R, be a homogeneous mapping, 
dax) = acp(x) for a>O. (1.3) 
Assume that cp is Lipschitz bounded in R”, that cp is twice continuously 
differentiable, and that q(x) > 0 for all x # 0. 
We shall frequently use the relations 
f(4 x)=fx(t, x)x, (1.4) 
dx) = cp’(X)X? (1.5) 
@(x)(x, .) = 0 (1.6) 
which follow immediately from (1.2), (1.3). Observe that @‘(x)( ., .) is a 
symmetric form. 
From (1.5) it follows that q’(x) #O for x #O. The set 
is a sphere in II”. 
s,= {xd!“:(P(x)= l} (1.7) 
In order to study (1.1) we project the system (1.1) onto the sphere S,. 
Remark. In many applications the function f will be defined only on a 
set Rx 59, where G$ is a cone in R”, e.g., R:, or such a cone will be 
positively invariant for the system. In such cases one can also project onto 
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a hyperplane. In order to have a consistent mathematical theory we shall 
consider only the case of a sphere and we shall discuss other cases in 
connection with the examples considered. 
If x(t) # 0 is any solution of (1.1) then the function 
x(t) Y(f) = ~ ‘cp(x(t)) 
(1.8) 
satisfies the equation 
J; =f(t, Y) - cp’(y)f(t, Y) Y (1.9) 
and also the equation 
B=f(t,y)- l __ cp’(Y)f(4 Y) Y. 
V(Y) 
For both systems the sphere S, is an invariant set. Although the system 
(1.10) is homogeneous and thus canonical in the present context we shall 
mostly work with the somewhat simpler system (1.9). We call (1.9) the 
projected system with functional cp. 
If y is a solution of (1.9) on S, then 
x(t) = At) exp 6 cp’(~(s))f(s~ Y(S)) ds (1.11) 
is a one-parameter family of solutions of (1.1). All these solutions are 
projected by (1.6) onto the same solution of (1.9). 
We shall study three different situations. In the autonomous case, where 
f does not explicitly depend on the variable t, the systems (1.1) and (1.9) 
read 
i=f(x) (1.12) 
and 
P=f(Y)-v’(Y)f(Y).Y. (1.13) 
In general the system (1.12) has no stationary points x # 0. If the projected 
system (1.13) has a stationary point YES, then the homogeneous ystem 
(1.12) has an exponential solution 
X(t) = je%p(x(O)) (1.14) 
with the exponent 
I= cp’(.F)f w. (1.15) 
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If the homogeneous system (1.12) has an exponential solution 
x(t) = j exp{ft} then the vector jj and the number 1 form a solution of the 
nonlinear eigenvalue problem 
f(Y)=~YY, y #O. (1.16) 
In the nonautonomous system (1.1) we assume that f is periodic in t, 
f(t+w,x)=f(t,x), 0 >o. (1.17) 
In general, the periodic system (1.1) (1.17) has no periodic solutions x # 0. 
Suppose the projected system (1.9) has a periodic solution j(t) with 
period w. Then every projected system has a periodic solution j(t) c(t) with 
some scalar factor c(t), and the homogeneous ystem (1.1) has a solution 
x(t) = At) explW)l (1.18) 
with 
K(t)=[tk(s)ds, (1.19) 
0 
k(t) = cp’(At))f(t, At)). 
Here k is periodic with period o. 
(1.20) 
Consider again the autonomous case (1.12). In general there are no 
periodic orbits. Assume that the projected system (1.13) has a periodic 
solution jj with minimal period o > 0. Then the homogeneous ystem (1.12) 
has a solution of the form (1.18) (1.19), where 
k(t) = rp’Mt))fWt)) (1.21) 
is a periodic scalar function with period o. Conversely, -if x(t) # 0 is any 
solution of (1.12) with the property x( t + w) = cx( t) for all t, where c # 0 
and w > 0 are constants, then the function y(t), defined by (1.8), is a 
periodic solution of the projected system. 
2. STATIONARY POINTS 
We consider the problems (1.12), (1.13). We have seen that there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between exponential solutions of (1.12) and 
stationary points of (1.13). 
DEFINITION. An exponential solution of (1.12) is called (linearly) stable 
if the corresponding stationary solution of (1.13) is (linearly) stable. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose (j, 1) is a solution of the nonlinear eigenvalue 
problem (1.16). Let A = f'(j) be the Jacobian off at the point j. Then 2 is 
an eigenvalue of A. Assume the eigenvalues of A are A, = 1, I,, . . . . 1,. The 
exponential solution is linearly stable if and only if 
Re(l,-j)<O for k=2,...,n. (2.1) 
The theorem shows in particular that the definition of stability is 
independent of the projection cp. The theorem has been proved in [13] in 
a special case. 
Proof: We linearize Eq. (1.13) at the point y and obtain the equation 
C=f’(j)u- W(.F)(f(~)~ U)-.w’(.F)f’(j)~-v’(j)f(.P)u. (2.2) 
Since cp”(j)(f (y), U) = cp”(y)(ljj, U) = 0 in view of (1.6), this equation can 
be written as 
ti = (I- j@‘(j)) Au - 2~. (2.3) 
In view of (1.4) the vector jj is not only an eigenvector of the nonlinear 
eigenvalue problem (1.16) but also a right eigenvector of the matrix A with 
eigenvalue A. For B= (I- jcp’(j))A we know a pair of left/right eigen- 
vectors corresponding to the eigenvalue 0, 
Bj = fi(Z- j@‘(j)) j = 0, 
cp’b)B = (cp’(Y) - cp’(.?) eW’(y))A = 0. 
Hence B is a deflation of A, and B has the eigenvalues 0, A,, . . . . 1,. 
(Deflation is a well-known procedure in numerical linear algebra. Once 
an eigenvector has been determined, one can move the corresponding 
eigenvalue to zero by subtracting a rank one operator.) Then B - ,?Z has 
the eigenvalues -1, & - 1, . . . . 1, - A. 
3. THE NONAUTONOMOUS PERIODIC CASE 
Here we consider the system (1.1), (1.17) together with (1.9). Assume a 
spiral solution Z(t) of the form (1.18) and let j(t) be the corresponding 
periodic solution of (1.9) on S,. 
DEFINITION. The spiral solution X is called (linearly) stable if the 
periodic solution jj is linearly stable. 
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We introduce the function j into the derivative off, and we define the 
matrix 
A(t) =f*(4 J?t)) (3.1) 
which is periodic, 
A(t+o)=A(t). (3.2) 
Then we consider the linear system 
d=Av. (3.3) 
Furthermore we define the functions k and K by (1.20), (1.19). We prove 
the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Assume jj is a periodic solution of (1.9) with period co. Let 
pI, . . . . pn be the multipliers of the system (3.3), where ,u, = exp{ K(o)}. The 
solution jj is (linearly) stable if the multipliers satisfy the inequalities 
IPjilPl I < l for j = 2, . . . . n. (3.4) 
Proof We consider the variational equation of Eq. (1.9) along the 
periodic solution j. Let u be the deviation from j, 
~=fx(4Y)u- FP"m(f(4.a u) 
- ycp'(Y)f,(t,~)u-cp'(~)f(t,y)u. (35) 
With the abbreviations 
rl/(t) = ~‘(.v(t)), 
x(t)= cp"(Ht))(f(t, y(t))> .h 
this equation can be written 
t.i=Au-j$Au-yxu-ku. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
We want to determine a fundamental system for Eq. (3.8). Since the last 
term is a scalar multiplier applied to u we consider first the system 
ti = Aw - y+Aw - yxw. (3.9) 
Let V(t) be a fundamental system of (3.3), 
t= AV, V(0) = z, (3.10) 
and let pl, A, ..-, P, be the multipliers, i.e., the eigenvalues of the matrix 
V(w). 
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The function 
.W = .W exp{Wl 
satisfies 
$=Aj, j(0) = J(0) eKcw). 
Hence, exp{ K(o) > is a multiplier. We define 
kh = fwif4o)). 
Since Eq. (1.9) for j can be written 
~=f,(t,Y)y-ycp’(~)f,(t,y)y (3.11) 
we know that j is one solution of the linear Eq. (3.9). We combine a 
fundamental system from V and this solution. The resulting formula (3.12) 
can be seen as a continuous analogue of the deflation of a matrix. 
LEMMA 1. A fundamental system W for the system (3.9), 
*==A-~*Aw-~QW, W(0) = z, 
is given by 
W(t) = (I- At) $(t)) V(t) + j(t) cp’(Y(O)). (3.12) 
ProoJ In view of (3.11) and (1.6) the equation for p can be written as 
~=fx(t,v)y-ycp'(y)J;(t,y)y--ycp"(y)(y,f(t,y)), 
i.e., 
j = Aj - j$A( t) j - jxj. 
Thus also j satisfies Eq. (3.9). 
Now we calculate 
(3.13) 
-$ [(I-j$)V]= ~-~1c/v-p~“(y)(f(y)-k~, I+y@ 
and 
W(O) = W) - Y(O) cp’(Y(O)) Jw) + Y(O) cp’(Y(O)) = I. 
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Next we show 
LEMMA 2. The spectrum of W(w) consists of the numbers 1, pL2, . .. . p,,. 
Proof First we observe that 
W(w) Y(O) = V(o) Y(O) - Y(O) cp’(Y(O)) V(o) Y(O) + Y(O) 
= Pl Y(O) - CL1 Y(O) + Y(O) = Y(O). 
Suppose 
v’V(0) = pju=, OyqO) = 0. 
Then 
UT W(0) = o’V(w) - vTjqO) cp’(j(0)) V(0) 
+ d-j(O) #(j(O)) = pju=. 
With this lemma the proof of Theorem 2 is completed. 
4. APPLICATION 
We apply the result to a homogeneous Kermack-McKendrick model 
(see [3,4]), where we assume the infection rate to be periodic, 
ti=b,u+b,u+b3w-dlu-/?(t)z&+yw, 
d=b,u-d,u+/?(t)uu/s-au, 
I+= -d,w+au-yw, 
s=u+v+w, 
(4.1) 
where 
P(t + 1) = P(t). (4.2) 
Since R3 is positively invariant, we use the projection onto a hyperplane. 
There is a trivial exponential solution describing an uninfected population 
1 
0 . 
0 e(bl-4)r 
0 
(4.3) 
In order to analyze the local stability of this solution we have to linearize 
the system (4.1) at (1, 0, O)T. The linearized system has the matrix 
A(t) = 4 + P(t) A,, (4.4) 
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where 
The matrices A, and A 1 do not commute, but the system i(t) = A(t) Z(t) 
can be solved explicitly because of the triagonal structure after rearrange- 
ment. For simplicity we call the components of the solution again U, u, w. 
Then 
Ij= [b4-dz-a+/?(t)]v, 
k=av-(d,+y)w, 
ti=(bl-dI)u+bZv+(b3+y)w-/?(f)v. 
(4.6) 
We obtain 
u(t)=q,exp{(b,-d,-a)t+B(t)}, (4.7) 
where 
B(f) = 5,’ P(s) ds, (4.8) 
and corresponding expressions for w and u which can be obtained by 
successive application of the variation of constants formula. Since the 
system (4.6) has lower triangular form, its Poincare operator has lower 
triangular form. Hence, the multipliers are the diagonal elements 
The uninfected exponential solution loses stability when 
B(l)+b,>b,-d,+d,+a. (4.10) 
Thus (4.10) is the threshold condition for the appearance of an infected 
spiral solution. One can choose various bifurcation parameters, one 
possible choice is a. This condition (4.10) corresponds to the condition 
/I + b4 > b, - d, + d, + a derived in [4] if a(t) is replaced by its average. 
505/95/l-13 
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5. STABILITY OF PERIODIC ORBITS 
We return to the discussion of (1.12) (1.13). 
DEFINITION. A spiral solution of the homogeneous Eq. (1.12) is called 
(linearly) orbitally stable, if the corresponding periodic solution of the 
projected system (1.13) is (linearly) orbitally stable. 
Suppose jj is a periodic solution of (1.13) with minimal period o >O. 
Define 
A(t) =f’(.P(t)). (5.1) 
Then 
A(t+o)=A(t), (5.2) 
Consider the linear system 
d=Au. (5.3) 
Define k, K by (1.21), (1.19), and finally 
IC=K(w). (5.4) 
We prove the following theorem 
THEOREM 3. The multipliers pl, p2, . . . . p” of the linear system (5.3) can 
be chosen such that pL1 = p2 = e“. The solution j is (linearly) orbitally stable 
iff 
IPjl e -K< 1, j = 3, .,., n. (5.5) 
For the proof of Theorem 3 we first observe that from (1.13), i.e., from 
j=f(y)-kj 
and the homogeneity of the function f it follows that the function 
u](t) = eK(‘)j(t) (5.6) 
satisfies 
fil =f(u,). (5.7) 
Using (1.4) we can rewrite (5.7) as 
fi, =f’(u1) 01 
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or, using the fact that f’ is homogeneous of degree 0, 
fi, =.f’(Y) fJI. 
We differentiate (5.6) and find that the function 
v,=tj, 
also satisfies 
2j2=.f’(v,) 02, 
(5.8) 
which is, by homogeneity, 
ti2 =f’(j) v2. (5.9) 
The functions vi, v2 are linearly independent. Assume the contrary. Then 
tir = cul with some constant c and u,(t) = u0 exp{ct} with a constant vector 
uO. Then j(t) = v,exp{ct - K(t)}, 1 = &j(t)) = cp(v,)exp(ct - K(t)}, 
K(t) = ct, k(t) = c, hence j = const and j is not a periodic orbit. Thus we 
have found two independent solutions of Eq. (5.3). Furthermore we see 
that 
v,(o) = e”j(o) = Q(O) = eKVI(0), 
v2( t) = eK(‘k( t) j(t) + eK(‘)f( j( t)) 
- eK”‘k( t) J(t) = eK(‘lf( j( t)), 
v2(w) = e”f(j(o)) = e”f(J(0)) = e?,(O). 
Hence, the multipliers corresponding to these solutions are both equal 
to e’. 
We linearize Eq. (1.13) along the periodic orbit j and obtain the 
variation equation 
c =f’(.Y)u - .w’(.v)f’(au 
- FP”(.w(.F)> u) - cp’(Y)f(Y)u (5.10) 
which also can be written, adopting the notation (3.6), (3.7), as 
ti=(z-yl))Au-yp-ku. (5.11) 
If u is a solution to (5.10) then 
w(t) = eK(‘)u( 1) 
satisfies 
(5.12) 
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From Lemma 1, we find that, if V is a fundamental system of (5.3), 
then W as given by (3.12) is a fundamental system of (5.12) and 
W(t) exp{ -JW is a fundamental system of (5.11). 
Thus (5.11) has the multipliers 1, Pi, pL,, . . . . CL, and (5.9) has the multi- 
pliers UP,, 4 A/P,, . . . . p”/p,. Theorem 3 is proved. 
We add a remark about the geometric interpretation of the result. In a 
general situation the Poincart map of a periodic orbit has a trivial multi- 
plier 1 corresponding to the tangent vector of the orbit. In the case of 
a homogeneous system there is one trivial multiplier corresponding to 
the tangent vector of the projected orbit and another trivial multiplier 
corresponding to the normal vector of the manifold S,. It may come as 
a surprise that the two trivial multipliers have the same numerical value. 
It is not a surprise after all in view of the relation f(x) =f’(x)x which 
homogeneous ystems hare with the special class of linear systems. 
If we would have considered the normalized Eq. (1.10) instead of (1.9) 
then in the corresponding version of Theorem 3 a double multiplier p = 1 
would have occurred. This phenomenon of a multiple eigenvalue ,D = 1 
shows up also for closed orbits of vector fields invariant under a compact 
Lie group (cf. [ 11, Theorem 6.21). 
6. LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS 
Here we generalize the concept of a Lyapunov function to homogeneous 
systems. In order to understand what results can be expected we first 
consider the linear system 
i=f(x) = -Ax, (6.1) 
where A is a symmetric positively definite matrix. Then 
L(x) = $X9X 
is a Lyapunov function in the usual sense, 
L’(x)f(x)= -xTA2x<0, 
and L’(x)f(x) = 0 implies x = 0. Thus the Lyapunov function ensures that 
all trajectories approach the stationary point 0. But in the context of 
homogeneous systems we want to ensure convergence to exponential 
solutions, i.e., we want to show that all solutions of the system 
R= -(Ax-X=AX~x)=f,(X) (6.2) 
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on the unit sphere converge to stationary points. 
choose the Lyapunov function 
For this system we can 
since 
V(X)+g (6.3) 
V’(x)f,(x) = - (xTx)2 -% xTxxTA -xTAxxT} Ax 
= -& {x~A~x.x~x-(x~Ax)~)<O, 
and (Gram’s determinant) 
V’(x)h(x) = 0 if and only if f(x) = Ax with some I E R 
and thus if and only iff,(x) = 0. 
We generalize the relation between (6.1) and (6.3) to systems (1.12), 
(1.13). We derive a Lyapunov function for the projected system from a 
Lyapunov function for the homogeneous ystem (1.12) in such a way that 
the results do not depend on the choice of the projection cp. 
THEOREM 4. Let L: iw” --f [w be a function which is Lipschitz continuous 
on Iw”, continuously differentiable for x # 0, homogeneous of degree 0, 
L(olx) = L(x) for cI >O, 
and which has the following additional properties, 
(i) L’(x)f(x) 6 0 for x # 0. 
(ii) rf L’(x)f(x) = 0 f or some x#O then there is a AE 5S such that 
f(x) = Ax. 
Then the limit set of every solution of the projected system (1.13) is a 
continuum of stationary points. 
Remark. In the case where the limit set of a solution of the projected 
system is a single point, the solution x #O of the homogeneous ystem 
(1.12) is asymptotic to an exponential solution. If the limit set contains 
more than one point, then the asymptotic behavior of the solution x(t) 
may be rather complicated since in general the exponents of the various 
exponential solutions will not be the same. 
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Proof We show that the expression 
v, = &‘“‘fp(x) (6.4) 
defines a Lyapunov function on S, for the projected system (1.13). Observe 
that V, is homogeneous of degree 1. 
Define 
V(x) = eLcx). 
Then L(x) = Log V(X) and 
From (i) for x#O 
$gf(x,- Zf(x)<O, 
v 
V&Y)f(x)- ZfW ~,WfO, 
v'(x) vg(x)fW-- +)f(X) qlG4x~0. 
Thus we have on S, 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
that is 
along trajectories of ( 1.13). 
Suppose that for some y E S, 
V',(y)Cf(y)--'(y)f(y)yl=O. 
Since all steps from (6.6) to (6.8) are reversible, we find equality in (6.6), 
thus L’( y)f( y) = 0 and 
f(y)=ly (6.9) 
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with some 1 E Iw from (ii). Multiplying (6.9) by cp’( y) we find 
A= cp’(.Y)f(Y) 
and thus 
As a first application we choose Fisher’s equation which usually is 
considered a quadratic problem (see, e.g., [ 171). Since R” is positively 
invariant, we use the projection onto a hyperplane. Let A be a real 
symmetric matrix. For a vector x = (x,) E R” let X= (xiSjk) be the corre- 
sponding diagonal matrix. Then Fisher’s equation can be written 
i=XAx-xTAx.x. (6.10) 
This equation defines a dynamical system on the simplex 
Se= {xER”:x>O, eTx= l}. 
Here eT = (1, . . . . 1). Instead of (6.10) we consider the homogeneous ystem 
(1.12) with 
for x E rW: . For this system we define the Lyapunov function 
xTAx 
V(x) = (eTX)2 
and q(x) = eTx. Then 
2 
v’(x) = (eTx)4 {(eTx)2~TA-~TA~.eTx.eT}, 
2 
v’(x)f(x) = ceTX)3 - { (eTx)2 xTAXAx - (xTAx)’ e’x} < 0. 
If V’(x)f(x) = 0, eTx = 1, then XAx = xTAx .x, i.e., 
XAx xTAx 
f(x)=-&=eTx.x=Ax 
with 
xTAx A=---- 
eTx 
= xTAx. 
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As a second application we consider homogeneous gradient fields. 
Suppose that R” is endowed with an inner product ( , ). Let F: R” --, R be 
a Lipschitz continuous function which is twice continuously differentiable 
for x # 0 and which is homogeneous of degree 2, 
F(ax) = aV(x) for a>O. 
Then 
f(x) = -VW))’ 
is homogeneous of degree 1 and 
F(x) 
v(x) = (x, x) 
is homogeneous of degree 0. Then 
v’(x) 
1 
= 2 {(x, x) F’(x) - 2F(X) XT}, 
(x, “‘1 
V’(x)f(x) = - (x, x)* - ((x2 xW’(xh F’(x)) - 2W)(F’(x), 4) 
= - & { (4 xW(x), F’(x)) - (f-‘(x), x,‘} < 0 
in view of 
If 
F(x) = 2F’(x)x. 
6% xW(x), f%)) = (F’(x), x)* 
then F’(x) = Ix with some Iz E R. 
We can choose any sphere, e.g., the unit sphere corresponding to the 
inner product, and consider the equation 
f = F’(x) - xT’(x)x 
as the projected system. Solutions of 
k = F’(x) 
approach continua of exponential solutions. 
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7. BENDIXSON-DULAC CRITERIA 
In [3] the authors have proved a generalization of the negative criterion 
of Bendixson to vector fields on manifolds. They replace the classical argu- 
ment based on Gauss’ theorem by a proof using the theorem of Stokes and 
vector fields which are not necessarily tangential. Here we specify those 
vector fields as tangential vector fields and we derive a Bendixson criterion 
depending only the functions f and cp. Consider Eqs. ( 1.12) and ( 1.13). 
THEOREM 5. Let n = 3. Let Q c S, be a simply connected omain such 
that for all x E Q the inequality 
(7.1) 
holds. Then the projected system (1.13) has no closed orbit totally contained 
in Sz. 
Remark. The formulation of the theorem excludes the possibility of 
periodic orbits for one projected system (1.13). But it also excludes the 
possibility of spiral solutions in the cone R + R. If 4 is any other functional 
and d = S, n R + 52 then the set a does not contain any periodic orbits of 
the system (1.13) with cp replaced by 4. 
Proof of Theorem 5. In R3\{O} define the vector fields 
g(x) = (cp’(X))‘> 
h(x) = & Cf(x)- cp'(x)f(x)xl, 
(7.2) 
where 
4x)= (cp’(x))‘. cp’b). (7.3) 
The restriction of h to S, is a tangent field, g . h - 0 on S,. Hence, the 
restriction of the cross product g x h to S, is also a tangent field on S,, 
and (gxh).h=O on S,. The curl ofgxh is 
curl( g x h) = g div h - h div g + g’h - h’g, 
where h’ is the Jacobian of h, and div h = tr h’, similarly for g. 
Then 
(7.4) 
g' = $1 
h’= -ihp”(rp’,.)+; (f'-~~"(f,.)-x~lf'-~'~}, 
(7.5) 
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div h = - g cp”(cp’, h) + d { trf’ - q”(f, x) - cp’f’x - 3q’fJ 
= - 3 cp”(cp’, h) + i { trf’ - 4rp’f) 
= - s cp”(cp’,f) + f (trf’ - Q’f}, 
k.g’h) = cp”(Cp’, h) = A cp”(cp’,f), 
(g.h’g)= -$q”(p’,g’) 
+ i 1 cp’f’cp’ - cp’w”(“L v’) 
- cp’wIf’cp’ - (cp’ . cp’) cp’f1 
= -A (rp”(f, cp’)++f}. 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
Hence, 
g.curl(gxh)=(g.g)divh+g.g’h-geh’g 
= -ip”(q’,f.)+trf.‘-4p’f. 
= trf’ - 3qIf: (7.9) 
Suppose y is a closed orbit in Sz. Then y is the boundary of a simply 
connected domain TC a. On the boundary the field g x h is orthogonal to 
the tangent vector h. By Stokes’ Theorem 
I g . [curl(g x h)] &I = 0 r 
which cannot be true in view of (7.9) and (7.1). 
Dulac extended Bendixson’s criterion by multiplying the vector field with 
a positive function. This transformation leaves the orbits invariant but 
changes the divergence. The same idea can be applied here. 
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COROLLARY. Suppose @: [w3 + [w is continuously differentiable for x # 0, 
homogeneous of degree 0, and positive for x #O. Let 52 ES, be a simply 
connected domain such that for all x E s2 the inequality 
4$x) @(xl trf’(x) + v(x) @‘b)fb) < 3@(x) cp’(x)f(x) (7.10) 
holds. Then the projected system (1.13) has no closed orbit totally contained 
in Q. 
Remark. In the theorem and the corollary the usual refinements of the 
Bendixson-Dulac criterion apply. One can replace f by -f: The proof does 
not only exclude periodic orbits but also cyclic chains of heteroclinic orbits. 
Finally the inequality (7.1) may be violated on a set of measure zero. 
Remark. A special case of a weaker version of Theorem 5 has been 
proved in [12]. This weaker version can be extended to the present situa- 
tion by a rather simple argument. If (1.13) has a periodic orbit, then 
Eq. (5.10) describes the linearization. This equation has the solutions dj/dt 
and J exp{ -K(t)} (to show the latter use (1.6)). These give the multipliers 
pi = exp{ -JC} and p1 = 1. The trace of the matrix in (5.10) is given by 
trf Y.4 - cp’(x)f ‘(x)x - cp”(x)(f (x),x) - W(x)fW 
= trf (xl - 4rp’(x)f (x) 
(with x instead of j). Hence, the determinant D of the Poincare operator 
is (Wronski’s determinant) 
SW {trf’(x)-44cp’(x)f(x)} dx 
0 
Hence, the remaining multiplier is 
D 
-=exp 
PlP2 
{trf’(x) - W(x)f(x)l dx}. 
Hence, under the hypothesis of (7.1), every periodic orbit is linearly 
orbitally stable. This argument leads easily to the exclusion of periodic 
orbits, but of course not to the exclusion of heteroclinic cycles. 
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